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	PrizmDoc is a collection of REST APIs that developers can integrate into their web-based  applications for secure document viewing, editing, conversion, search, annotation, redaction, and document processing.

	Start a Trial
	Explore PrizmDoc
	Schedule a Call
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	PrizmDoc® for Java, formerly VirtualViewer®, is a collection of Java-based APIs designed for integration into web-based applications, providing document viewing, annotation, redaction, page manipulation, and multiple conversion capabilities. 

	Start a Trial
	Explore PrizmDoc® for Java
	Schedule a Call
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	Video: Exploring the Future of AI for Improved Document Management for your ECM

Join us for an engaging webinar, as we unravel the potential of AI for revolutionizing document management.

Watch Now
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	ImageGear is a developer toolkit built to enhance applications with image processing, PDF manipulation, multi-file conversion and rendering, OCR, and compression.

	Start a Trial
	Explore ImageGear
	Schedule a Call
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	RasterMaster is a Java-based developer toolkit that supports multi-file conversion, rendering, manipulation, and compression when added to an application. 

	Start a Trial
	Explore RasterMaster
	Schedule a Call
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	eGuide:  Digital Transformation

Enable your employees to remain productive
throughout the document management process.

Read More
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	Form Processing
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	FormSuite for Structured Forms
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	Improve Form Processing Text Recognition Results with Regular Expressions

Learn how SmartZone uses a regular
expression engine integrated into the recognition engine to achieve the best possible accuracy
on data that can be defined by a regular expression.

Read More







	Contract Automation		Experience Docubee
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	Request a Demo
	14 Day Free Trial
	Explore Docubee
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	Meet Docubee

Docubee is an intelligent contact automation platform built to help your team success

Read More
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                        A Year in Review: PrizmDoc Viewer Updates for 2020

                        Here at Accusoft, we’re always looking for new ways of connecting people with progress to improve productivity and drive innovation. It’s why we put so much work into our standards-based APIs and SDKs. We understand that developers need mature integrations that are ready to enhance their applications from day one and will be supported by […]
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                        LegalSifter Implements PrizmDoc Editor for Improved Contract Automation
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                        7 Reasons Why Your SMB Should Consider Using Form Automation

                        Should you automate your business forms? That’s a good question. And, the answer depends on how often you use forms within your business or when interacting with your customers. If you’re operating with a remote workforce during this pandemic, you’ve likely found a way around any paper forms you were using. Some are using email, […]
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                        Build vs Buy: Making the Right Choice for LegalTech Solutions

                        As part of our ongoing commitment to supporting the LegalTech industry in its effort to transform the processes used by law firms and legal departments, Accusoft recently sponsored an educational webinar in conjunction with Law.com entitled “Build or Buy? Learning Which Is Best for Your Firm or Department.” Hosted by Zach Warren, editor-in-chief of Legaltech […]
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                                December 9, 2020 
                            

                        

                        LegalTech in 2020: Solving Industry Challenges in a Pandemic

                        After years of discussion and debate over the state of digital transformation in the legal field, 2020 delivered something of an ultimatum to an industry that has proven historically resistant to drastic change. The COVID-19 pandemic profoundly altered the way many law firms do business, forcing them to seek out a variety of LegalTech solutions […]
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                        In the PrizmDoc Viewer, what are the two different ways to load annotation layers?

                        Question In the PrizmDoc Viewer, what are the two different ways to load annotation layers? Answer PrizmDoc has two options for loading annotations, the “My Annotations” pane and the “Annotations for Review” pane. The “My Annotations” pane is used to load a single annotation layer for editing. You can add, delete, or make changes to […]
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                        FormSuite for Structured Forms Enablement Services

                        Accusoft’s FormSuite for Structured Forms is a powerful SDK that allows you to integrate character recognition, form identification, document cleanup, and data capture capabilities into your software applications. You can set up unique form templates based on your processing needs and then design customized output architecture to extract data for delivery to a database or […]
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                        Legal Technology Forecast 2020-2022: How Legal Software is Evolving to Improve Productivity & Access

                          Access to justice is a problem. As stated by the Honorable Chief Justice Bridget Mary McCormack in a recent “Reimagining Legal Technology” panel discussion, “8 out of 10 people with civil legal problems can’t afford lawyers.” However, self-service solutions for consumers and productivity applications for litigators could improve outcomes for all parties.  The COVID-19 […]
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                        Enhance Your Digital Vault with PrizmDoc Cells

                        Security is everything for organizations when it comes to their sensitive data assets. Whether it’s vital documents, account passwords, or proprietary financial formulas, essential business information needs to be well-protected as companies continue to incorporate digital platforms into their operations. Developers can support this critical goal by providing secure digital vault applications that allow their […]
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                        Supporting Legal Firms with Technologies for New eDiscovery Challenges

                          Ongoing Legal Digital Transformation There are many challenges facing the legal industry that legal tech and new emerging legal technology can help solve, but getting firms to adopt new technology to address these challenges can be a hurdle.  But the most recent challenge within the eDiscovery process is compounding them all.  The Arrival of […]
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Content processing, conversion, and automation technologies
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